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Members of the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of
America, Inc. were always known to be among the
most supportive in the dog world. We have gone
through some tough times, but I believe we are still a
strong community. Recently I attended a Dog Show in
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania. It was everything that I love
about dog shows, and gave me a renewed sense of
enthusiasm for our club.



Public Education (Meet the Breeds and other
responsibilities)



2023 National Specialty Chair (detail and
organization) 2023 Specialty Co-Chair (Will
become the Chair in 2024)



2024 Roving Specialty Chair



Yearbook (computer skills)

Exhibitors helped each other even if their dogs were
competitors. They clapped and shouted for the winners
even when not related to their dogs, and they
graciously and honestly congratulated one
another. They spoke with me about the future of the
sport, the breed and the club. It was the very best
experience. Nice people, caring people, people who
love the dogs and the sport and want the club to
succeed. I am certain that this same comradery exists at
shows throughout the country, and this is what we
strive for. I believe we all want this club, dedicated to
protect and preserve our breed, to succeed.



People to participate in Nominating Committee



Writers (many opportunities)

Be sure to help support our club, we are seriously in
need of volunteers.
Some critical openings:


Archives (requires organizational skills)



Performance (3 person job)



Oversight (detail oriented and accounting skills)

Please welcome Liz Jamiolkowski of Clover Wheatens,
who will be working with me as assistant Benchmarks
Editor. Undoubtedly, you will be hearing from her as
we move forward with Benchmarks.
Liz brings 15+ years experience breeding and exhibiting
Wheatens. She has bred numerous champions, most
notably Clover’s Mr. Blue Sky, who was BOB winner at
Westminster in 2016, and Lacey (GCH Clover's Uptown
Girl), who was a top winning bitch in breed and Owner
Handler competition in 2019.
Liz has been a member of the Del Val club for
20 yrs. and member of SCWTCA for 7. She has
supported and contributed to many activities of both
clubs, and serves on the Board of the Wheaten Health
Endowment. Liz is totally dedicated to this breed and
to helping and supporting all our breeder/members.

In addition to this please support SCWTCA financially
by purchasing fundraisers and advertising.
I hope that many of you are coming to the National
Specialty. We are planning a great time for
all. Bethlehem is a wonderful old historic town filled
with charming shops, good food, a casino, and so many
places to have a fun time when we are not entertaining
you. Just a walk down Main street is an amazing
experience; Moravian buildings that serve the
University of the same name, Moravian Book Store
which is so much more than a book store, beautiful
boutique shopping and inns. The South Side, filled with
art and cute shops. This is a great city and you will
want to make some time to explore!

Emily Holden

In this issue we highlight the SCWTC of Greater St.
Louis as well as our SCWTCA Roving Specialty. From
all the reports these were wonderful and fun-filled
experiences for all who attended. Please note the
photographer for these shows would only provide
photos that were purchased by the exhibitors.
You will also find some articles on movement and
other interesting topics. Wheaten Health News
(WHN) has some enlightening articles on a
Hemangiosarcoma discovery as well as the experience
of an owner seeking help for her Wheaten with PxD.
Thank you to all who contributed to this issue through
articles, ads and proofreading; you are greatly
appreciated.

Helen Fraguela
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PHOEBE
CH GERAGOLD WHINDANCER'S SUNNY TWO
8/24/2004 - 4/28/2022
CH HONEYLEE'S BYE MY FAIR WHIND ROM X CH GERAGOLD DAUGHTER OF ARAN ROM
OWNERS: SUSAN RATLIFFE, ART MILLER, NEIL O’SULLIVAN AND GERARD THOMPSON
Honoring a life long lived, Phoebe, Born 8/24/2004, passed
just 3 months short of her 19th birthday. Phoebe is owned
and bred by Susan Ratliffe, Art Miller, Neil O’Sullivan and
Gerard Thompson. At age 7 and after a lovely show career
and producing several litters she went on to live in her
permanent home with Molly.
A note from her owner, Molly:
"Yesterday, I made the decision to take Phoebe to the vet and
let her go. I am so sad to tell you. She was with me 24/7 and
was ALWAYS with me, ALWAYS!
Phoebe was the BEST, to say the least and I thank you for
giving me a GREAT COMPANION for 12 years."

LUCY
HOLLYWOOD'S LUCY HARRISON
7/8/2007 - 3/20/2022
CH HOLLYWOOD’S DAGWOOD BUMSTEAD CD RAE NAJ NA CGC X HOLLYWOOD’S VENUS IN BLUE JEANS
OWNERS: JANE & CHASON HARRISON,
Lucy completed our young family in 2007 as a happy, energetic
puppy with the sweetest disposition. We adored her from day
one! Clever, patient, gentle and obedient, Lucy grew up as a best
friend to all. For almost 15 years we shared joy, love &
companionship daily. Some of Lucy's favorite things to do
included walks in the mountains (where she liked to chase
rabbits), car rides, doing her tricks like shake, speak & “find it”
and relaxing near her family. When Lucy was 11 we added
another Hollywood Wheaten Terrier to our family, Scout.
Lucy died peacefully of natural causes, in her mother's arms, in
her favorite spot. She was almost 15.
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To Michelle O’Neill
and Cianán!
Cianán, RACH Lil'Town Cianán Irish Flirt Of Ardnacassa PUDX, CD, GO, BN, RM3, RAE2, CGC, TKP, SCA,

and owner Michelle O’Neill, have broken records!
Cianán is the first Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier to
earn a RACH along with being the first in winning
Masters at Rally Nationals in 2021.
He won 20 triple Q’s and out of the 20, he placed
16 times in 1st, 18 times in 2nd, 9 times in 3rd, 5
times in 4th and 12 times where he just Q'd out of
60 rally runs.
He earned 10 High Combined and 6 High Triples.
When added up his over all score for the 60 runs
was an amazing 5,764 out of a possible 6,000.

I have been an Obedience Instructor for 19 years and Cianán, bred by Carol Shaltz, is my 2nd Wheaten
Terrier. He has earned over 30 different titles in AKC, UKC, C-WAGS and CHU.
I hope all of us who compete in Obedience and Rally can inspire other Wheaten owners to do the same.
This is a very versatile breed, you just need patience and to find what motivates your dog to want to play
the game.
A RACH was never a title I planned on achieving. I actually entered in all three levels of Rally just to support
entries at one of our local clubs in AZ in 2020. Well once I had one triple Q, I couldn't just leave it hanging,
especially since we took High Triple our first time doing all three levels.
The RACH was something I picked away at over the past two years. Getting our Preferred UDX was my
main priority. At some trials Cianán would do two obedience runs and then three rally runs. Not once did
he ever not give me 100% effort. Even in the hot Arizona climate. The majority of his triple q's were earned
in 100 plus degree weather as well. Competing in the heat and outdoors was new to us. Coming from
Michigan all trials were indoors, but thankfully my first Trainer always had us work our dogs outdoors. That
is where all the distractions are, so the transition was pretty easy.
Competing with a Wheaten Terrier isn't always easy. You see a lot of eye rolls from judges, and competitors
that don't give you a second look. Well Cianán changed all that and I was so very proud of him for being
such an amazing Wheaten Terrier.
I couldn't be more proud of him and all he has accomplished not just in Rally, but in Obedience as well.
Our amazing journey has come to an end and I so wish I could do it all over again with Cianán. Enjoy your
time with your dogs, especially when you are competing, as the time just goes too fast.
Michelle O’Neill
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September Question: What is your weaning protocol? (what age, food, feeding frequency)
Dana Barton, Catherine Perron: Jendu Wheatens
We begin the weaning process when the puppies are 4 weeks old. We offer soaked ground kibble, raw goats
milk and plain 0 sugar yogurt once a day to stimulate interest and by 4 1/2 weeks offer it twice. We time the
feedings with the Bitch so they are hungry. This is fed in a community bowl. The consistency is liquid.
At 5 weeks we start feeding noon and evening mixture. At 5 1/2 weeks we feed 3 times a day and limit
Moms access to nurse. We allow her to “empty” before bed, 10pm.
We continue this schedule until 6 weeks. After 6 weeks, we eliminate the raw goats milk and yogurt from the
puppy food. We feed the puppies in individual crates and carefully measure the soaked kibble pieces.
The Bitch is not permitted to nurse the pups and is monitored to ensure her mammaries are soft and express
milk when necessary. Typically she isn’t producing much milk at this point so there are no problems.
We feed Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice.
The amount of food is critical as they eat in individual bowls. By 6 weeks the puppies receive 1/8-1/4 cup, 3
times a day. This is slowly increased to 1/2 cup by the time they go home at 9 weeks. Overfeeding will lead
to loose stool so this increase is very gradual.
We worm with Strongid every other week from 2 weeks on until they leave. This includes the Bitch.

Pam Mandeville: Banner Wheatens
While my bitches are usually good moms, they also don’t want to nurse forever. Around 4 weeks, I introduce
the puppies to a combination of goat’s milk and GME Esbilac, twice daily; I get GME before whelping in case
someone needs supplementation so I’m just using it up and give just goat’s milk when it’s gone.
After a day or two, I grind adult kibble (Purina ProPlan Sport) into a powder, add a tablespoon or two to
the liquid and start feeding 3 times daily. I start slowly reducing the time the dam is with the puppies to
nurse.
Daily I increase the amount of ground kibble. As the food gets to a mushy stage, I start mixing soaked kibble
in and over time, reduce the ground kibble to the point it’s only soaked kibble. As the kibble increases, there
may be a day of an occasional puppy with a loose stool; a smidge of pumpkin after each meal – dessert! -- for
a couple of days resolves it.
I used to have a more complex recipe but I once heard a long-time breeder say she weans solely to puppy
mush from kibble so it is one less thing for the puppies’ stomachs to adjust to. That made a lot of sense to
me.
By about 6 ½ weeks, the puppies are eating entirely on their own…other than the snack or two that mom
may permit. By about 8 ½ weeks, they are eating dry kibble 3 times a day which is easier for owners when
the puppies are placed around 10 weeks. They go home with a large Ziploc bag of kibble and a photo of the
dog food bag so they know what to buy.
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Helen Fraguela: Moonstruck Wheatens
When I first started breeding, I weaned with a concoction of puppy milk formula (Esbilac), ground beef,
baby rice cereal and yogurt. Using the rice cereal was always a balancing act to get good stool consistency.
Then I met a wonderful “old timer” vet who gave me a tip I still follow; “keep it simple with as few as
possible digestive changes.”
My approach to the advice...first, I switch the dam gradually (midway through pregnancy) to the same
puppy chow the babies will eventually eat (I use Fromm Gold Puppy).
Then I start weaning at about 3 weeks with goat’s milk, a tiny bit of yogurt and a powder form of the same
kibble (made into powder in a blender). I gradually increase the ratio (and size) of chow to milk over a 2
week period.
Once pups are accepting a thick consistency, I increase plain yogurt and reduce milk. By the time pups are
weaned and on 3 meals a day, the food is basically just dry puppy chow with a teaspoon of yogurt.
Finally, I allow the pups to self-wean, which mom and babies seem to work out well. I usually let pups go at
9-12 weeks; at the latter age I try to start them on 2 meals a day. Pups go to their new homes with a bag of
puppy chow and a container of plain yogurt.
This simpler weaning process resulted in robust pups with zero digestive issues.

Jeri Voyles: Macknme Wheatens
I normally introduce goat's milk or Esbilac at about 3 to 3.5 weeks of age. Depending upon mom's milk
production, some litters lap it up, others aren't interested until about 4 weeks of age. As the first week
progresses, I grind kibble into powder, add a tiny bit (teaspoon) to the milk, and make a very runny gruel,
gradually thickening the mixture as time goes on. As the mom is still feeding the puppies too, I offer this
gruel mixture 3-4 times a day as a supplement. When the puppies are about six weeks of age, I soak the
kibble in warm water, let it swell, lace the gruel with a little milk, and offer that.

Kathy Clarke: Kilronan Wheatens
I start to wean my litters at different ages. It depends on the size of the litter, what the puppies look like & if
they seem to be thriving. I also pay attention to my bitch... does she seem to be handling nursing the puppies
without taking a toll on her.
I had a litter tat someone else whelped for me that the bitch got eclampsia when the puppies were 5 weeks
old that left a lasting impression on me. So I start between 3 & 4 weeks. I use Gerbers baby rice pablum,
powdered goats milk & chicken baby food in a jar.
I start out twice a day. I let the mother finish the food. I start adding regular dog food that has been blended
up in a blender with hot water as the litter grows. I usually start using more regular dog food & less baby
food as the puppies grow.
I feed 3 times a day by the time they are 4 weeks old. I feed the bitch & puppies the same food.
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Reprinted from March 2015 Benchmarks
Credit: SCWTCA Illustrated Standard

Movement as it relates to Structure
“The Wheaten must be able to cover ground in an efficient and graceful fashion, indicating strength
and endurance. A properly structured, well conditioned dog will have reach and drive,
and maintain a strong, level topline when moving.” (SCWTCA Illustrated Standard)
Neck, Topline, Body

Neck medium in length, clean and strong, not
throaty. Carried proudly, it gradually widens,
blending smoothly into the body. Back strong and
level. Body compact; relatively short coupled. Chest
is deep. Ribs are well sprung but without roundness.
Tail is set on high. Docked tail preferred. Whether
docked or natural, the tail is to be carried upright 90
degrees from the back, either straight or with a slight
curve forward. Any deviation from this ideal is to be
penalized accordingly.
Forequarters

Shoulders well laid back, clean and smooth; well
knit. Forelegs straight and well boned. All dewclaws
should be removed. Feet are round and compact
with good depth of pad. Pads black. Nails dark.
Hindquarters

Hind legs well developed with well bent stifles
turning neither in nor out; hocks well let down and
parallel to each other. All dewclaws should be
removed. The presence of dewclaws on the hind legs
should be penalized. Feet are round and compact
with good depth of pad. Pads black. Nails dark.

Take the quiz...can you match the term with he correct drawing on the right?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Elbows tied, toeing out ____
Moving close, crossing over (front)_____
Open hocks _____
Elbows out, weaving _____
Correct straight front _____
Cow hocked _____
Moving close, crossing over (rear) _____
Correct straight rear _____

Answers on page 19
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How well do you understand movement terms? Try the crossword!

ACROSS
4. The choppy gait of the straight hocked dog
6. Heavy, ungainly movement
9. Viewed from the front or rear, the legs
converge; all footprints falling in a single line
11. High lifting of front feet, a waste of effort
12. Dog moves with his body at angle to line of travel
14. Length of forward stride taken by forelegs
16. Solid thrusting of the hindquarters
17. Hocks are insufficiently separated from
each other during movement

WORD BANK: AKA CHEAT SHEET
WALK, TROT, STILTED, SINGLE TRACKING, SIDEWINDING, REACH, POUNDING, PADDLING,
PACING, OVERREACHING, MOVING CLOSE,
LUMBERING, HACKNEY, GALLOP, GAIT, DRIVE,
CROSSING OVER

DOWN
1. Pattern of footsteps at various rates of speed
2. Gaiting fault named for its similarity to the
swing & dip of a canoeist's paddle
3. Forefeet strike ground hard before the rear
stride is expended
5. Gaiting action in which the feet cross over
in front of one another
7. More angulation and drive in rear forces
rear feet to step to side of front feet to avoid clipping
8. Moving both legs on the same side of the
body in unison; creates a rolling motion of the body
10. Fastest gait, has period of suspension
with all four feet off the ground
13. Gait in which the feet at diagonal opposite
sides of the body strike the ground together
15. Gaiting pattern in which three legs are in
support of the body at all times

Answers on page 19
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Original, March 2015 Benchmarks
Updated 7/22 By: Gay Dunlap

As judges, our first determination when looking
from the side view. The dog that has been set up
with rear legs extended far behind him in order to
at a dog is how close it comes to exemplifying
create the impression of a level top-line will, in side
breed type. Is the dog well-balanced, head, neck
view, quickly demonstrate his inclination to run
and back? Does it have enough daylight under it
downhill. Therefore, the importance of angulation
to balance its length? Do the ears sit properly on
cannot be overemphasized when
the skull, is the tail set high up on
evaluating gait. The angles of shoulder
the back and does the dog have
"Since ours is a
and hip joints counterbalance each
sufficient butt behind it or is it “flatcoated breed, looks other as they lift, open and shut, with
assed?” Does it appear to stand
are often deceiving the swing of the legs.
properly under itself, or is it “sawhorsed” or appear high in the
and clever
Sufficient angulation is what facilitates
hindquarter? Since ours is a coated
grooming techniques correct length of stride while the
breed, looks are often deceiving and
balance between these two angles
can hide a multitude facilitates proper foot timing. The dog
clever grooming techniques can hide
a multitude of faults. An equally
of faults.”
will display strong thrust from the rear
and spring and resilience in the front.
clever judge should be able to see
With good angulation, it will have
beyond some of these “tricks-of-thejoints that flex easily and smoothly. The dog with
trade.” For example, an excessively thick neck
poor angulation, where shoulder and hip joints are
should be a dead giveaway that the dog is longer
more steeply set, will take shorter steps and more of
in back than it appears. The great AKC judge,
them, thus displaying a bouncy, often jarring gait
Anne Rodgers Clark, always advised neophyte
rather than a smooth one.
judges to find those dogs displaying the most
correct make and shape first. And from them,
choose the soundest. And this is what a prudent
judge does. In other words, correct breed type
has to come first and it does not matter how
sound a dog may be if it does not first scream,
“I am a well made Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier!”
It is only after determining which dogs display the
greatest degree of correct make and shape that
we consider how they use themselves on the
move, Obviously, front and rear views (coming
and going) show us more action faults than do
side views. It’s easy to note cow hocks and
paddling. But it’s the side view that shows us the
correct blending of the front and rear action
needed for smooth and graceful passage. It’s the
side view that shows a stable top-line, the flexing
of the hock and supporting action of the pastern
necessary to achieve level movement of the
withers. Rolling action, often caused by a wide
gait or loose shoulders, can also be observed

It is important to remember that the “correct length
of stride” is not the ground covering, exaggerated
“TRAD” (Tremendous Reach and Drive) that many
breeders and exhibitors seem to be striving for, with
judges anxious to reward it because they erroneously
feel it is correct. How often do we hear ringside,
“Look at the way that dog covers ground!” Our
dogs are terriers…however much one may wish to
remake the breed into a working breed or a herding
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breed (and you may believe all the Irish lore you
want about their forbears being out with the master,
herding his sheep) it is important to remember that
this was the poor Irish farmer’s dog. And if the
farmer had a couple of sheep, he was lucky! Our
standard calls for the Wheaten Terrier to be
SQUARE. Terriers go to ground. That’s what they
were bred for and it was not necessary for this breed
to cover ground in long strides in order to rid the
farm of vermin.

Because of this penchant for producing dogs with
excessive length of stride at the trot, the correct
make and shape of our breed is being altered and its
proportions changed. What we see in the ring today
are too many dogs that are longer than tall. Breeders
who, if not actually breeding for them, seem to be
accepting longer backs or shorter legs and sometimes
both, thus destroying the very essence of the breed.

Let’s consider taking a step back to reevaluate the
importance placed on a gait that is not typical of
the terrier and dedicate ourselves to a correctly
balanced square terrier with the reach and drive
commensurate with its make and shape as dictated
by the standard.
Finally, many of today’s Wheatens appear to be
what we judges refer to as “pieces,” rather than “of
a piece.” By this we mean that they meet the
standard in some areas but fall short in many
others. It is the degree to which they either meet or
fall short that judges base their final decision. Since
the degree of importance a judge may place on
these pieces can vary, final decisions become quite
subjective, often confounding the average exhibitor.
It is the exhibitor that can identify their dog’s
shortcomings and can internally acknowledge them
that is most able to leave the ring relatively
unscathed.

SOME EXCELLENT BOOKS ON STRUCTURE/MOVEMENT
AN EYE FOR A DOG: ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO JUDGING PUREBRED DOGS by Robert W. Cole
STRUCTURE IN ACTION: THE MAKINGS OF A DURABLE
DOG by Pat Hastings
SOLVING THE MYSTERIES OF BREED TYPE, 2ND EDITION
by Richard G. Beauchamp
K9 STRUCTURE AND TERMINOLOGY
by Edward Gilbert, Jr. & Thelma Brown
CANINE TERMINOLOGY
by Harold Spira

DOG LOCOMOTION AND GAIT ANALYSIS
by Curtis Brown
DOGSTEPS - A NEW LOOK, 3RD EDITION
by Rachel Page Elliott

THE NICHOLAS GUIDE TO DOG JUDGING
by Anna Katherine Nicholas
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A Silent Breed Killer?

D

id you ever notice how easily judges, exhibitors,
and breeders get used to changes within a
breed? In many cases, it even goes so far that these
changes are gradually lifted to the level of required
characteristics.
It is mostly dogs of well-known breeders/exhibitors
that start a certain change (read: set a trend) within a
breed. There is for instance the somewhat bigger
Miniature Schnauzer with the terrier “look”; the
somewhat more level, elegant looking Shih Tzu with its
long neck; the Weimaraner who becomes bigger and
bigger and more impressive; the “American” English
Springer Spaniel, to name a few breeds. As soon as a
dog with a slightly “deviating” – type starts winning,
the ball starts rolling. The dog goes to the ring of
honor, the one judge bends over to his neighbor and
says, “have you seen that beautiful dog?
Breeders and exhibitors notice that judges like that
particular dog and start trying to breed or to buy that
type of dog.
At such a moment the original Breed Standard does not
seem to be of importance to some exhibitors, winning
in the show ring is all that matters to them. When after
some time you are sitting at the show ring looking at
that breed again, it could happen that you see in a class
e.g. 5 dogs of which 4 are “deviating” (deviations)
from the standard next to a correct “standard” type of
dog.
At most shows the (correct) (complying to the)
“standard” dog will be considered to be the “odd one”
and the true “deviating ones” will be placed behind the
boards 1 through 4. For those breeders that adhere to
the Standard, this is a very frustrating experience. The
temptation is of course very big.
Many of the deviating dogs are often very flashylooking ones, and often show a gait, exterior, and
motion that looks more spectacular than the
movement of the “standard” dog.
One has to be very strong and come from a good
breed conscience background to resist the temptations
and keep on preaching the true belief and keep
breeding in compliance with the standard. Often the

Reprinted with permission from The Canine Chronicle,
May 2022, page 180, www.caninechronicle.com.
Written by: Judge Hans Hilverda

appearance of difference in type in a breed leads to
polarization between judges and breeders alike. One
of the hallmarks of this polarization is that certain
characteristics of the dogs are even more exaggerated
to make it stand out and be recognizable. So, one can
observe that and conclude that the non-adherence to
the standard of many breeders/exhibitors and judges
poses a direct danger to the existence of our breed
population.
Except for getting used to trends within a breed,
getting used to and the acceptance of inherited faults
is a problem of the same kind or even worse.
When judges repeatedly reward dogs with these
faults with an “excellent” and give them their
championship tickets, breeders will not be challenged
to improve the breed: they are already winning!
In such cases only the die-hards and true idealists
remain faithful to the breed and try to improve on it,
but how many of those people do we have within
one breed? Accepting without any objection of
changes that please the eye but are against the
standard is an open invitation to the “silent breed
killer” to do his job and carry out his devastating
work within the breed. Seen from the perspective
that breeding is nothing more than passing on genetic
material to the next generation, allowing this to
happen means that one willfully accepts and helps to
spread genetically deviating material in an
irresponsible way that will pollute the gene pool
(hereditary material). Would it not be good if
breeders and judges would, at least once a month
take the standard at hand, of the breeds they are
entrusted, and would it be valuable to organize
regular meetings with breeders and judges to discuss
certain trends and “faults” that creep up in a breed.

Never forget that the only guideline during judging
and breeding should be the FCI-approved breed
standard. So, behave and act as true disciples and
spread the gospel according to the original breed
standard.”
FCI, The Fédération cynologique internationale is the largest international
federation of national kennel clubs. It is based in Thuin, Belgium.
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Principles to Breed By
Reprinted with permission of author,
Tom Coen Macdega Shetland Sheepdogs

Look to the dams of the stud dogs. It is the bitch that provides the
complement to the sire and determines the distinction among his offspring
both in quality and producing ability.
Look to the grandparents to see the potential of a breeding combination. If
the qualities you’re seeking aren’t there, you aren’t going to get them.
Evaluate the producing ability of a dog or bitch by the BEST offspring they
produce. All dogs can produce uninspiring or poor offspring, but very few
can produce superior individuals.
Don’t knowingly introduce problems. All dogs have the potential to
produce health problems. Play the odds and breed to dogs that are health
checked whenever possible. If you haven’t had a certain problem yet, you
will if you work with nature for any length of time.
Be realistic. If there isn’t something inspiring in your litter don’t keep
anything.
Selection is the key—be ruthless and remain steadfast to your priorities.
Keep your numbers down. You only need to keep the best—not the most.
Evaluate your dogs by comparing them to the best there is now and the
best of the past rather than what is winning in the ring today.

What ye sow ye shall reap—don’t add something to the gene pool if you
don’t want it to show up.
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Why Dogs Bark and How to Stop Excessive Barking
by Dorice Stancher, MBA, CPDT-KA, CTDI, AACE

Barking is one of
the many ways
dogs express their
innermost feelings
and provides
valuable
information to their
pack, humans
included. They alert
us to strangers and
let us know when
they have to go
outdoors. It would
be unfair to expect
a dog to never
bark. But what happens when a good thing goes too
far and becomes excessive, or even compulsive?
The first step is to identify why the dog is barking so
that the right approach can be determined. It’s also
helpful to keep track of where and when the barking
happens. Not all barking is the same. It’s a complex,
self-reinforcing behavior that can be challenging to
change, but with patience it can be done.

stop, decrease the amount of time and practice
more. Eventually you can treat randomly for good
behavior. Another option involves the use of the
crate or gate. If, as you approach, your dog barks
move back and when silent say “Quiet, Good Dog”
and then approach. Your interaction and attention is
the reward. You may also use a clicker as your
sound marker in addition to “Good Dog”. If waiting
it out does not work then it is important to remove
what the dog wants most. If he is barking to be
removed from his crate then advance toward the
crate when quiet, and away when barking. It does
not take them long to figure this out.
Why is my dog barking?
1. “You’re on my property!”
Your dog may be protecting his territory which can
include the home and surrounding area as well as
the car, and even the areas he has explored and
spent a great deal of time at. He may also be afraid.
As the perceived or real threat gets closer the
barking increases in intensity and the body language
may appear aggressive and assertive.

Remember shouting doesn’t help and will convince
your dog that you want to join in on making noise
with him. Instead speak in a calm yet firm tone. Train
your dog to understand the word “Quiet” instead of
shouting random words. It’s something that all dogs
should learn and understand. A tired dog is less likely
to bark and both mental and physical exercise go a
long way in prevention. The longer barking is
allowed to continue, the harder it is to stop.

Solution: Often this type of barking comes from
what your dog sees and hears and interprets as
threatening. By reducing what your dog sees you
can reduce this type of barking. Solid rather than
chain fencing for perimeters and removing the dog
from being able to look out of windows and glass
doors or adding window coverings will help reduce
barking.

Teach your dog the meaning of “Quiet”

Attention-seeking barking is common when dogs
want something including companionship, basic
needs and play.

When your dog is barking WAIT until he quiets
down, even for 1-2 seconds. When he’s calm say
“Quiet” and “Good Dog” and give a soft treat. You
are rewarding for no barking. Repeat this several
times a day for the next few days. When he
understands then increase the challenge for up to 10
seconds and if he stops praise and treat. If he did not

2. “Look at me!”

Solution: If your dog barks to go outside consider
teaching him to ring a bell instead. And if your dog
barked at you when he was hungry and you fed him
you have taught him to bark for his food. Instead
have him go to a place or sit quietly and feed him
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on a regular schedule. Seek out ways to have your
dog communicate and express needs without
barking.
3. “I’m so lonely or bored!”
Anxiety-induced barking can have a compulsive side
to it as the dog may bark excessively and pace
simultaneously when left alone. They may also
appear depressed and become destructive.
Solution: It is wise to consult a veterinary behaviorist
for this type of barking who can recommend the
proper solution whether it be the use of a DAP
product, anxiety wrap, behavior modification or
drug therapy. Boredom can be lessened by leaving
out a few food-dispensing toys. And exercise and
mental stimulation prior to leaving the dog alone
can help too. Separation anxiety takes time to
resolve and can be mild or severe. It can be caused
by moving to a new home, the absence of a family
member, a change in schedule or being re-homed.
It’s helpful to contact a certified veterinary
behaviorist who can help with behavior and
medication if necessary. The American College of
Veterinary Behaviorists (ACVB) is the certifying
board for veterinarians who are specialty trained to
advance the behavioral health of animals through
research, science-based behavior education, and the
practice of clinical behavioral medicine. Their
website has resources and a listing for finding a
certified veterinary behaviorist at dacvb.org
4. “I am so frustrated!”
When dogs are in confinement and cannot get to the
object of their desire they will bark out of
frustration.
Solution: Teaching impulse control and putting the
dog on a “learn to earn” program can help. For
instance having dogs sit and stay for food, before
going through doorways or before crossing the street
are all examples of trained impulse control. And if
the problem is wildlife entering the yard you can use
motion-sensors to discourage their presence.
5. “I hear my friends calling!”
Dogs are social animals and often when they hear
their friends barking they will begin to join them.

Solution:
Discourage your
dog from barking
by playing music
(to drown out the
sound) or
distracting your
dogs with training
or play. Dr.
Pamela Fisher,
founder of the
Rescue Animal
MP3 Project has
put music in more than 1,100 animal shelters around
the country claiming it has a calming effect and
reduces barking. And according to a 2012 Colorado
State University study, published in The Journal of
Veterinary Behavior, dogs were less likely to bark
when Mozart, Beethoven and other classical artists
were playing, but not altered or other sounds.
6. “I’m so happy to see you.”
What Wheaten Terrier can resist greeting their
humans with a joyous exclamation barking. The
body in this case is loose and they may also whine.
Solution: Teach your dog a different behavior like
going to a certain place and stay there when you
come through the door. You can make this into a
game and his focus on the effort will reduce barking.
What Not to Do…
Shock collars can hurt your dog and can make dogs
more aggressive especially if they associate the
human or animal they are barking at with the pain.
Spray collars have become more popular since
owners have become more aware of the negative
psychological effects of shock collars. Studies by the
Animal Behavior Clinic at Cornell’s College of
Veterinary Medicine suggest they are more effective
than alternative shock collars. The spray collars
often use citronella, lemon juice or water to spray
water in the dog’s face when the microphone picks
up barking. However since it can also pick up other
sounds, including other dogs barking, it can have a
serious psychological effect and unduly punish the
dog for good behavior. The same holds true for
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Sonic collars. Any automatic collar can shock
unnecessarily or too intensely as good behavior goes
unnoticed and unrewarded.
De-barking is a highly controversial procedure that
carries severe health risks. According to the American
Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA): “Canine devocalization should only be performed by qualified,
licensed veterinarians as a final alternative to
euthanasia after behavioral modification to correct
excessive vocalization has failed and after discussion
of potential complications from the procedure with
the owner. When dogs are housed in groups (e.g.
laboratories, breeding facilities, kennels) devocalization should not be used as an alternative to
appropriate animal management and facility design.”
Despite breeders best attempts to reduce barking it is
the new pet owner that will determine the successful

outcome relating to behavior and barking.
According to Jane Killion, dog breeder and author
of the “Puppy Culture” program and series of videos
which provides guidance for puppy development
from the whelping box and beyond, “As a breeder,
you can do everything you can to prepare the
puppies for their lives but the new owners are
ultimately going to shape and determine how all of
your great preparation actualizes.” In other words it
is the owners who will often break down the good
behavior put into a puppy by the breeder. It may
start as simply as letting the puppy out of the crate
on the way home when it whines.
As with so many forms of behavior, education,
continued training with a certified CPDT-KA
professional and consistency can keep dogs and their
owners headed in the right direction.
Copyright®2022 Dorice Stancher

Obedience and Rally Ribbons
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By: Pam Mandeville

I want to take a moment to thank everyone for their cards, emails, posts, and donations in
John’s memory. I hope I didn’t forget to thank anyone and my apologies if I did. Those who
shared memories and stories…he was a character!... warmed my heart when I most needed it.
The dog world is, without doubt, more wonderful than it is not and while I don’t wish illfortune on anyone, know that we are here for you.
Mr. Wonderful and his Pedigree
Watching a
new litter of
8 leaves one
with lots of
time to
reflect…like
“what the
heck was I
thinking?” So,
I pondered how we make breeding decisions.
We follow certain “rules” …not just those imposed
by AKC or the SCWTCA Code of Ethics or the
Standard but what we see as important. For some,
it’s movement, for others it’s coat and for some it’s
silhouette. For sure, we have our own bottom lines:
I won’t risk an iffy bite no matter how fabulous Mr.
Wonderful otherwise is.

Hopefully we start by evaluating our bitch’s
strengths and weaknesses. (By the way, I’m happy to

see a revitalized Breeder Education Committee and
hope that everyone saw the first effort, the excellent
Webinar on Wheaten Heads; I’m looking forward to
more.) I said “hopefully” because I constantly hear
“I know my dog’s not perfect” but rarely why. Is it
that you don’t want to be gossiped about or is it
that you really don’t know? If it’s not entirely the
former, get some help.
We tout “pedigree research” as all important. It
certainly is but what does it mean to you? If you’re
only calculating COI or counting the times some
dogs appear in 10 generations or looking at photos
and show records, that’s not pedigree research. It’s
breeding on paper.

Look at those pedigrees and ask yourself: what do
I really know about this dog, the dogs in the
pedigree, what they’ve produced? Who have I
had my hands on? Who have I seen in person?
What about their siblings?
One of my rules was to never breed to a dog I
hadn’t personally seen. I wanted to know for
myself what a potential Mr. Wonderful was
about. I broke my rule 3 years ago for my current
momma’s first litter. I couldn’t go see Mr.
Wonderful. I thought very long and hard about it.
Having known his breeder for decades helped;
we know each other’s thought processes and
prejudices pretty well. He met the basics,
including health.
What got me past my qualms was his pedigree.
When I looked at that pedigree and the dogs in
it…as well as the dogs some had produced…I
probably knew him as well as many of the dogs
I’ve used. His dam had lived with us for a few
months and I knew his sire well. I’d personally
seen 3 of his 4 grandparents and 5 of his 8 greatgrandparents. I’d laid eyes and often hands on 25
of the 46 unique dogs in the 5 generations behind
him.
Elsewhere in this issue, you can judge how well I
did.
Today, we can breed to dogs living anywhere in
the world and use frozen semen from deceased
dogs. These technologies provide us with great
opportunities…and greater challenges. You may
not have ever seen Mr. Wonderful and certainly
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not the dogs in his pedigree. You can’t ask your
friend who lives near Mr. Wonderful to go see him
if he’s dead. You likely face the same problem with
his parents, grandparents and other relatives.
What do you do when you can’t see the dogs? Start
with the SCWT Database. As of this writing, it
contains over 92,000 dogs in the Database. Those
with complete entries can provide you with a
boatload of information, including data from the
Open Registry, and even those without full records
can lead you to relatives you can research. And it
tells you the names of breeders and owners…who
you can find.
Get on the phone and email and ask questions. Ask
open-ended questions; I’m big on “threes” …what
are his 3 strengths and 3 weaknesses? Ask specifics; if
your girl needs a better head, ask about his head
and the heads he produced.

Talk to more than the owner and breeder. If there

Word Match

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

was a regular handler, talk to him or her for a more
objective assessment from a knowledgeable dog
person.
Dig further. Talk to people who saw Mr.
Wonderful, who saw relatives, who bred to him,
bred to his sire. Ask as many of them as you can
and weigh their comments against their knowledge
and contact with the dogs; there’s a difference
between the person who only saw a dog at MCKC
and one who saw him week in and week out.
And then do the same for the dogs behind Mr.
Wonderful.
“Pedigree research” is more than a phrase to make
you feel like a breeder. It’s work, like everything
about breeding. But it’s work that pays off…and
along the way, you’ll meet some interesting people
and learn a lot.
Back to taking puppy photos…see you in a few
weeks in PA!

Crossword

Elbows tied, toeing out B
Moving close, crossing over (front) A
Open hocks G
Elbows out, weaving C
Correct straight front D
Cow hocked H
Moving close, crossing over (rear) F
Correct straight rear E
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Euthanasia: How Do I Know When the
Time Is Right for My Pet? (Excerpts)
Reprinted with permission of author:
Adam Clark, LCSW, AASW https://adamclarklcsw.com/

Euthanasia. The word carries immense emotional
impact for many loving pet owners.
Making such a hard decision can seem impossible.
Does my pet continue to enjoy the things they love?
One of the biggest pieces of advice I give time and
time again is one of the simplest. Make a list of the
five things your pet enjoys the most and makes
them who they are. For example, my dog likes to:
1. Meet me at the door every day when I come
home, tail wagging in excitement.
2. Loves to play fetch every chance they get.
3. Loves eating more than they love to fetch.
4. Plays regularly with others dogs, especially with
our neighbor's dog.
5. Enjoys nightly walk around the neighborhood.
When we start noticing either because of age or
illness that our pets can no longer enjoy the things
they love, it gives us a better sense of the
conversation to start having with our veterinarian.

If my dog is no longer meeting me at the door after
work because they are too painful to get out of
their dog bed, that’s an important red flag about
our pets health. Maybe my pet is showing quality of
life in other areas, so I work towards
pain management. When my pet can no longer
greet me at the door, play fetch or go for a walk
outside, what quality of life is present within my
companion’s life? If what my pet most enjoyed
more than anything in the world is declining or
difficult, they are telling us, without having to say it
verbally, that they may be in the final steps of their
journey.
Is my animal suffering?
If your animal is actively experiencing high levels
of chronic pain that the Veterinarian expresses

cannot be controlled, then typically we know the
next steps we must take. If our pet’s quality of life is
extremely poor and they no longer have their
passion for life they may also be showing us the next
steps to make.
Seek advice from others, but trust your gut.
It can be incredibly important to seek the advice of
your Veterinarian and pet’s medical community.
They are trained and able to explain levels of
disease progression, medical projections, and other
very important considerations when it comes to end
of life with our pets. It can also be helpful to seek
guidance from friends and family members that
are understanding with opinions we trust, even if
we may disagree with them. It can be very easy to
ignore direct signs as we are so close to our pet, and
at times our friends are able to see a bigger picture.
The guilt of euthanasia.
The most common theme among pet owners after
euthanasia is guilt. Guilt for making the choice to
“kill my pet.” It is common to want to place blame
when we are grieving, even if that blame is upon
ourselves.
The hardest choice, the one of euthanasia, can
actually be the most kind and loving gift that we
give to our companion animals that share our hearts
and our homes on a daily basis. The ability to end
suffering in end-of-life is seen as a gift by many.
That certainly still doesn’t make the choice easy, but
it’s important not to beat yourself up for making it.
Our pet isn’t placing the blame on us. They trust
that you are making the best decision for them, and
they are helping you with that decision when you’re
listening. Our pets place their paws in our hands on
a daily basis, teaching us and showing us what it
means to love unconditionally and live within the
moment. The least we can do is to return that love,
no matter what that choice may be.
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June-Sept 20221
CONFORMATION
DOG

SIRE

DAM

CH Atas The Magic Never Ends
CH Bryr Rose Red Carpet Ready!
CH Cela Island Cowboy
CH Exeter's I Hope You Dance BCAT CGC TKN
CH Greentree Kaden Peace At Midnight
CH Haldane Once Upon A Dream
CH Haldane Sailor Moon
CH Harbour Hill Central Perk
CH Whindancer's Ruby Slippers
CH Banner Nevertheless She Persisted
CH Greentree Cashel Olympic Dream
CH Harbour Hill Stand By Me
CH Marquee Taking The Heat With Adako
CH Villanova Clean Sweep To Adako
CH Westwhind Sloane Ranger At Carillon
CH Dhowden Dream Weaver I Believe
CH Doubloon's Extreme Speed
CH Pitterpat She's The One
CH Star Dancin With Mr. D
CH Stratford Let Down Your Hair
CH Vintage Shining Just For Me
GCH CH Claddagh's The Greatest Love CGC TKN
GCH CH Whindancer Comes And Goes In Waves
GCH CH Whindancer's Born To Run
GCH CH Atas The Magic Never Ends
GCH CH Clover's La Vie En Rose CGC TKN
GCH CH Frolic's Intrinsic
GCH CH Luellen Cadenza Op. 7 Enchanted Rose
GCH CH Macphail What Ever M'Lady Wants BCAT CGCA TKN ATT

GCHB CH Bendacht Believe In Magic
GCH CH Keepsake's Wave Ryder
Tejarpsdalens Paparazzi
GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover
GCH CH Greentree Feis Dancer Midnight Tobasco Waltz
CH Haldane Blue Suede Shoes
CH Haldane Set Fire To The Rain
CH Harbour Hill Mike Delfino
GCH CH Greentree Feis Dancer Midnight Tobasco Waltz
Paisley Five O'Clock Somewhere
GCHB CH Greentree Olympic Charm
CH Harbour Hill Reester Bunny
CH Caraway Celebrate Life
GCH CH Adako Ta-Ta For Now
GCH CH Whindancer's Marvelous Night For A Moondance
CH Banner Signed, Sealed, Delivered
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Gamer BCAT
CH Saltnsea Pretty Boy Swag
GCH CH Star Too Hot To Dance TKI
GCH CH Star No Shirt No Shoes No Service
CH Lochlinear Fire And Rain
CH Heartstring's Toast To Tara
GCH CH Greentree Feis Dancer Midnight Tobasco Waltz
GCH CH Whindancer's Marvelous Night For A Moondance
GCHB CH Bendacht Believe In Magic
GCHP CH Bryr Rose Matisse CGC
GCH CH Frolic's It Was Up To Stiehl
GCHS CH Greentree Luellen Unbridled Song
Mackanme Iulius Planus Uva Moscato

CH Atas And Jean Patou's Joy
CH Bryr Rose Good Heaven'S!
CH Cela Twilight Romance On The Beach
CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC
GCH CH Greentree Quite A Spell
CH Haldane Dream Within A Dream
Haldane Blow Up The Moon
GCHG CH Harbour Hill One In A Million
CH Whindancer's Dreaming In Rhythm
CH Banner The Way You Do The Things You Do
CH Greentree Preakness Express To Cashel
CH Harbour Hill Wears Giorgio Armani
GCH CH Marquee's It Ain'T No Trick
GCH CH Villanova Good Golly Miss Raleigh
CH Spinner's Shake It Off At Westwind
Dhowden Midsummer Nights Dream
Doubloon's The Wind-Up
CH Pitterpat Sugar Plum
CH Star Little Big Shooter
CH Stratford Better By Design
CH Vintage Delaney City Of Stars
Claddagh's Glory Be FDC
CH Whindancer's Dreaming In Rhythm
Whindancer's Something Dancing This Way Comes
CH Atas And Jean Patou's Joy
GCH CH Clover's Uptown Girl
GCHB CH Frolic's Caper To Coventry
CH Cadenza Op. 4 State Of Grace Uptown Girl
GCHB CH Macphail Wicked Live Wire

GCH CH Sam Hill's Songs About Jane
GCHB CH Saltnsea Just An Illusion
GCHB CH Lochlinear Head Of The Class
GCHP CH Adako Mickey Mouse Clubhouse

CH Gelt P-38 Lightning
CH Andover All Done With Mirrors
CH Bradberry's Best Of My Love
GCHS CH Rioga Hakuna Moscato

CH Sam Hill's Check Yes Or No
CH Saltnsea Suzi's Sunmeadow
CH Lochlinear Key To The Riddle Is Another Riddle
GCH CH Marquee's It Ain'T No Trick

PERFORMANCE
DOG
Lord Of My Heart BCAT DJ CGCA TKN ATT
CH Macphail What Ever M'Lady Wants BCAT CGCA TKN ATT
Saltnsea Ivy's Magic CGCA CGCU
Ceili's Fly Away Home RE AX AXJ XF CGC TKA
Marolou Motion NFP
CH Macphail What Ever M'Lady Wants CGC TKN ATT
CH Star Just A Lil Bit Of Crazy BCAT
Adare's Gentlemen Prefer Blondes BCAT
Ballybae Keleigh's W'Wilomena Erin BCAT TKP
GCH CH Jendu Life Is Good BCAT
Dromara's Xfinity CGC
Murphy Duke Of Springfield CGC
Trinity's Par Ti Sky High CGC TKA
Bentley XXVII CGC
Ceili Remember Happy Daze At Katdancer CGC
Exeter's Notorious Encore CGC TKN
Saltnsea Ivy's Magic CGCU
Adare's Driving Miss Daisy NA OAJ AXP AJP NF DCAT
Lord Of My Heart DCAT DJ CGCA TKN ATT
GCH CH Macphail What Ever M'Lady Wants DCAT CGCA TKN ATT
Ceili's Fly Away Home RE OA AXJ XF CGC TKA
Diamonds It Had To Be You RA FCAT RATS CGC TKI
MACH Marolou Highway RN MXB MJB XF
AGCH MACH12 Rory Red King Of The Links MXB4 PDS MJG4 PJS MFB2 TQX
T2B8 THD CGCA TKP

SIRE

DAM

Mackanme Iulius Planus Uva Moscato
GCH CH Saltnsea Runnin' Down A Dream
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA

GCHB CH Macphail Wicked Live Wire
GCH CH Saltnsea Magic Over Andover
CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC TKA

Mackanme Iulius Planus Uva Moscato
GCH CH Raelyn Jewel Of The Nile
GCHS CH Greentree Moonstruck Mombo Man
Ballybae Devin's Liam L'Andrew
CH Jendu Wild Wild West DS
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA
Fitzpatrick
Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
Creek Bottom Mr Cappuccino
CH Stratford Please Remember Me
CH Exeter's I Hope You Dance BCAT CGC TKI

GCHB CH Macphail Wicked Live Wire
CH Star's Just Sayin
CH Waterford Adare Anew
CH Ballybae Una's Keepum Keleigh
GCH CH Jendu Joyful Spirit
CH Dromara's My Wild Ginger
Lexie V
GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
Creek Bottom M&M
CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC TKA
CH Whindancer's Sweet Emotion At Exeter

GCH CH Saltnsea Runnin' Down A Dream
GCHS CH Greentree Moonstruck Mombo Man

GCH CH Saltnsea Magic Over Andover
CH Waterford Adare Anew

Mackanme Iulius Planus Uva Moscato
CH Dromara's Perfect Treble Maker CD BN RE
FDC OA NAJ XF BCAT CGC TKA
CH Keepsake Timtara Jedi Master

GCHB CH Macphail Wicked Live Wire
CH Ceili's Sister Of Fire RN OA AXJ AXP CGC TKA

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

GCH CH Diamonds Swing Of Delight
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DOG
Nicki Vedder MXP2 MJP3 MJPB XFP
Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XFP T2BP BCAT
MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX NF
SWN SCA SIA SBA RATN CGC TKP
Sam Hill's Food For Your Soul CAA BCAT SWA SCM SBM RATM CGC
MACH Marolou Highway RN MXB MJB XF
AGCH MACH11 Rory Red King Of The Links MXB4 PDS MJS4 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 THD
CGCA TKP
Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP MJP2 MJPB XFP T2BP BCAT
Whindancer Mockingbird Paws CD MX MXJ ACT1 RATCHX CGC TKP
MACH3 Eringlo Riverdance MXS2 MJB2 MJP CGC

SIRE

DAM

CH Stratford Please Remember Me
Ellileeah Star Of David

CH Stratford Hey Boo
Dunfrae's Sweet Sweet Spirit

CH Sam Hill's Ps I Love You NAJ

Aran Achtung Baby

Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer

Missi Liberty Wigglebutt

CH Stratford Please Remember Me
GCHS CH O'Lorcan's Mystery Writer
CH Eringlo Rise Above The Mist

CH Stratford Hey Boo
GCH CH Whindancer's Sweet Dreams Are Made Of This
CH MACH Eringlo Playing With Fire VCD2 RE TDX MXS
MJG NF
CH Stratford Hey Boo
Dunfrae's Sweet Sweet Spirit

Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP2 MJP3 MJPB XFP T2BP BCAT
CH Stratford Please Remember Me
MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX NF Ellileeah Star Of David
SWN SCA SIA SBA RATN CGC TKP
CH MACH2 Saddlebrook's Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXG MJG MFB TQX T2B3 CH Mackanme Patriotic Justice
CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz
CGC TKN
AGCH MACH11 Rory Red King Of The Links MXB4 PDS MJG4 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 THD Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer
Missi Liberty Wigglebutt
CGCA TKP
CH MACH Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RE MXS MJS XF T2B SWA TKA ATT
CH Aran Nothing Ventured...
CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday
CH MACH2 Saddlebrook's Wyldwood Rebel Without A Cork BN MXG MJG MFS TQX T2B3 CH Mackanme Patriotic Justice
CH Saddlebrook's Champagne Fizz
CGC TKN
Cela Roisin Mavourneen NAJ CA FCAT SIN CGC
GCH CH Bradberry's Divine Fitzpatrick
GCH CH Cela Royal Hawaiian Night
Marolou Motion NAP NJP NFP
Marolou Motion NAP NFP
Atas Cruisin In The Fast Lane BN RI FDC AXP AJP XFP CAA BCAT RATN CGCA TKI
CH Ata's Chariot Of Fire
GCHB CH Atas Dim Sum Lights
Sam Hill's Left Turn At Albuquerque BCAT RATN
CH Aran Nothing Ventured...
CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday
AGCH MACH12 Rory Red King Of The Links MXB4 PDG MJG4 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8
Got To Call Me Ricki Of Homer
Missi Liberty Wigglebutt
THD CGCA TKP
RACH Lil'Town Cianan Irish Flirt Of Ardnacassa CD PUDX BN GO RM3 RAE2 SCA CGC House Of Softy Legend
CH Lil' Town Flirt Of Ardnacassa
TKP
Diamonds It Had To Be You RE FCAT RATS CGC TKI
CH Keepsake Timtara Jedi Master
GCH CH Diamonds Swing Of Delight
CH MACH Sam Hill Love Me Dew CD RM MXS MJS XF T2B SWA TKA ATT
CH Aran Nothing Ventured...
CH Sam Hill's Super Soul Sunday
Dromara's Virtual Reality RN CGC TKN
GCH CH Dromara's Snowy Stardust
CH Dromara's Oh So Fine
Lil'Town Don'T Stop Me Now At Ardnacassa RN
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story GCH CH Lil' Town Katlyn Song Of Ardnacassa CDX RE
NA OAJ SWN SCA SIA SBA THD CGCA TKI
Doubloons Razzmataz RE CA BCAT SWA SCE SBE RATM CGC TKP
CH Tara I Get Around
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play
Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWA TKN
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story CH Kaler Shebang
Ltd. Edition Who's My Aisling CD BN RM FDC SWA SCM SHDN THD CGCA CGCU TKI CH Gleanngay Who's Your Daddy
LTD Edition Bridget O'Dundalk
Westwhind Firewall SWN SCA SIA SBA CGC TKN
GCH CH Whindancer's Fireworks At Westwind CH Greentree Quite The Charmer
Exeter's It All Happens For A Reason SWN SINE SIA SEA SBA RATO
GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover
CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC
Ltd. Edition Who's My Aisling CD BN RM FDC SWA SCM SHDN THD CGCA CGCU TKI CH Gleanngay Who's Your Daddy
LTD Edition Bridget O'Dundalk
Cuileann Wonders Of The World ACT2 SWE SCM SBM TKP
CH Islander's Kiss The Girls
CH Cuileann One Hot Minute
Doubloons Razzmataz RE CA BCAT SWA SCE SBE RATM CGC TKP
CH Tara I Get Around
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play
Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
CH Edgewood Talking Away
GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot
Milie Baker SCN SIN CGC TKA
Benjamin III SCN
CH Wheaten Lane's Heart And Soul SCN
CH Greentree Trinity Heart Break Kid
CH Moonstruck Rhumba Rhythm AX OAJ CGC
Doubloons Razzmataz RE CA BCAT SWA SCE SBE RATM CGC TKP
CH Tara I Get Around
GCHG CH Doubloon's Extreme Play
Exeter's It All Happens For A Reason SWN SINE SIA SEA SBA RATO
GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover
CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC
Ltd. Edition Who's My Aisling CD BN RM FDC SWN SCM SEA SHDN THD CGCA CGCU CH Gleanngay Who's Your Daddy
LTD Edition Bridget O'Dundalk
TKI
Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
CH Edgewood Talking Away
GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot
Exeter's It All Happens For A Reason SWN SINE SIA RATO
GCHB CH Sundance's Lucky Rover
CH Reyem's Diamonds And Gold At Exeter CGC
Kaler's Roxie The Dame With Moxie RN SWA TKN
CH Bradberry's One Quintessential Love Story CH Kaler Shebang
Ltd. Edition Who's My Aisling CD BN RM FDC SWA SCM SHDN THD CGCA CGCU TKI CH Gleanngay Who's Your Daddy
LTD Edition Bridget O'Dundalk
GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad BN RI TD NA NAJ NAP NJP OFP SWN SCA SIA SEA CH Cameron Hunnicut
GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP ACT2 SCA
RATO TKI
SIN SEN RATO
Edgewood Ricochet's Never Say Noir SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
CH Edgewood Talking Away
GCH CH Edgewood You Had Me At Merlot
Milie Baker SCN SIN CGC TKA
GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad BN RI TD NA NAJ NAP NJP OFP SCN SIN SEN
GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP ACT2 SCA
CH Cameron Hunnicut
RATO TKI
SIN SEN RATO
GCH CH Orion Trebol Breaking Bad BN RI TD NA NAJ NAP NJP OFP SWN SCA SEA
GCH CH Orion Trebol Hot Like Me RI TD NFP ACT2 SCA
CH Cameron Hunnicut
RATO TKI
SIN SEN RATO
Stratford Splendid Outcast OA AXJ MXP MJP2 XFP T2BP BCAT
CH Stratford Please Remember Me
CH Stratford Hey Boo
Trinity's Par Ti Sky High TKA
Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
Trinity's Heart Of The Par Ti TKN
Greentree Gold Mombo To Denzilly
GCH CH Trinity's Champagne Par Ti
Nicki Vedder MXP2 MJP3 MJPB XFP TKN
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WHEATEN HEALTH NEWS
Presented by: Susan Ratliffe, WHN Editor

SCWT EARLY INTESTINAL DISEASE MARKER STUDY AT NC STATE
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE.
SCWTCA Endowment and SCWTCA are pleased to announce
the NCSU School of Veterinary Medicine is beginning a study it
hopes will identify dogs with PLE before there are any changes in
the bloodwork.
Participation by 8-10 "normal" Wheatens and 8-10 "affected"
Wheatens are needed. Testing is done free of charge at NCSU in
Raleigh, NC and there are financial incentives to participants.
Attention Wheaten Owners & Breeders of SCWT's! If you are a breeder of if you are an owner whose
dog has digestive issues or PLE, IBD etc. Please take the time to watch this terrific webinar given by Dr.
Katie Tolbert at NCSCU, TAMU - this was a very easy way for you to understand these issues in our
wheatens. This is one of the better explanations I have seen.

Go to the SCWTCA website. Click on EDUCATION. Under EDUCATION
click on WHEATEN WEBINARS, then go to June 28, 2022, Early
Intestinal Disease Marker Study. Link to Zoom recording.

2022 WHEATEN WEBINAR TOPICS AND DATES
January 18, 2022, Cancelled
February 15, 2022, 9 pm EST. Dr. Erin Runcan, Theriogenology Department Ohio State University
College of Veterinary Medicine “Early Spay Neuter”
March 15, 2022, 9pm EST Darryl Millis, MS, DVM, DACVS, CCRP Professor of Orthopedic Surgery,
University of Tennessee, Adjunct Clinical Professor, Department of Physical Therapy University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga :”Orthopedic issues in Wheatens”
April 19, 2022, 9pm EST. The Unique SCWT Head and Ear Characteristics. Cindy Vogels Chair of
the SCWT Breeder Education Committee, AKC Judge and longtime Breeder of SCWT
May 17, 2022, James Serpell, PhD Emeritus Professor of Animal Welfare, School of Veterinary
Medicine University of Pennsylvania. (C-BARQ), The Canine Behavioral Assessment & Research
Questionnaire. A standardized behavioral evaluation tool. This can be a reliable, validated method
for measuring behavior problems in dogs
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June 28, 2022, NEW TIME 7pm EST, SCWT Early Intestinal Disease Marker Study. This study hopes
to identify dogs with PLE before Blood Work Changes. Katie Tolbert DVM University of North
Carolina
July 19, 2022, No Webinar
August 16, 2022, Liz Hansen, University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine Genetics Lab.
Report from the St Louis presentation on DM
September 20, 2022, Cindy Vogels. Chair of the SCWT Breeder education Committee, AKC Judge.
Presentation of the SCWT, Interpreting the Breed Standard

October 25, 2022, Coat Color Presentation of the SCWT by Patrice Chevalier
November 15, 2022, CAP Program (Canine Assessment Program) Cindy Vogels
December 20, 2022
To be scheduled
Management of the Pregnant Bitch Dr. Erin Runcan, University of Ohio Veterinary School
Blood Work Results of the SCWT Analysis Shelley Vaden DVM
SCWT Breeder Round Table Discussion
Performance Venues for the SCWT Fast Cat, Barnhunt, Agility, Scent Work, An overview
Cancer and Hemangiosarcoma

A LINK BETWEEN HEMANGIOSARCOMA & BARTONELLA?
Bartonella Bacteria Found in Hemangiosarcoma Tumors from Dogs
Reprinted with permission from North Carolina State University By Ed Breitschwerdt

Researchers from North Carolina State University have found a
very high prevalence of Bartonella bacteria in tumors and tissues
– but not blood samples – taken from dogs with
hemangiosarcoma, a cancer of the blood vessels. The work
further supports the connection between persistent infection
and some types of cancer and adds to the evidence that
Bartonella can remain and thrive, undetected, within tissue.

Hemangiosarcoma (HSA) is an aggressive, deadly cancer that arises from cells lining the blood vessels.
It is responsible for two-thirds of all heart or splenic tumors in dogs, and is most common in mediumsized and middle-aged dogs. Since HSA usually cannot be diagnosed without major abdominal
surgery, most HSA remains undetected until it has reached an advanced stage, resulting in a one-year
survival rate of only 12 to 20%.
“There are clear precedents for the involvement of bacterial infections in tumor development,” says
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Ed Breitschwerdt, Melanie S. Steele Distinguished Professor of Medicine
CLINICAL SIGNS OF
at NC State’s College of Veterinary Medicine and corresponding
BARTONELLOSIS
author of a paper describing the work. “Given the established links
 Fever
between chronic inflammation and cancer, we wanted to determine
 Swollen lymph nodes
whether chronic infection of blood vessels due to bacteria could be a
 Sore muscles; difficulty
contributing cause of this cancer.”
getting up/reluctance to
run or jump
Breitschwerdt and colleagues from NC State looked at tumor tissue,
 Nose irritation such as
non-tumor tissue and blood samples from 110 dogs with HSA from
discharge and/or
across the U.S. They screened both the tissues and the blood for
nosebleeds
Bartonella, Babesia, and Mycoplasma, three bacteria associated
 Digestive upset (vomiting
specifically with blood infections.
or diarrhea)
Bartonella DNA was amplified and sequenced from 80 of the dogs
 Inflammation of the heart
with HSA: it was present in 34% of tumor tissue and 63% of non(coughing, difficulty
tumor tissue, but appeared in none of the blood samples. Mycoplasma
breathing, or fainting)
DNA was only amplified from 5 of the dogs and Babesia wasn’t
 Seizures
detected in any.
“Research in recent years has confirmed that persistent infection with or inflammation caused by
stealth pathogens is a risk factor for developing cancer later in life,” Breitschwerdt says. “With the
exception of Helicobacter pylori, the emphasis on evaluating the relationship between infection and
cancer has focused on viruses. But intracellular bacterial pathogens such as Bartonella may also play an
important and previously uninvestigated role.
“Bartonella is a stealth pathogen – it can ‘hide’ in the cells that line blood vessel walls, which is part of
what makes it so difficult to detect,” Breitschwerdt says. “This work adds more evidence to the
connection between infection and cancer risk, and demonstrates that molecular testing of whole
blood samples does not rule out the tissue presence of this pathogen. Future studies are needed to
investigate whether Bartonella infection can be a cause of HSA.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
ISOXAZOLINE FLEA AND TICK PRODUCTS
The FDA is alerting pet owners and veterinarians of the potential for neurologic adverse events in dogs and
cats when treated with drugs that are in the isoxazoline class.
Although these products can and have been safely used in the majority of dogs and cats, pet owners should
consult with their veterinarian to review their patients’ medical histories and determine whether a product
in the isoxazoline class is appropriate for their pet.

What should I know?


The FDA considers products in the isoxazoline class to be safe and effective for dogs and cats but is
providing this information so that pet owners and veterinarians can take it into consideration when
choosing flea and tick products for their pets.



Isoxazoline products have been associated with neurologic adverse reactions, including muscle tremors,
ataxia, and seizures in some dogs and cats.
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Although most dogs and cats haven’t had neurologic adverse reactions, seizures may occur in animals
without a prior history.

What products are in the isoxazoline class?


Bravecto (fluralaner) tablets for dogs










Bravecto (fluralaner) topical solution for cats and dogs
Bravecto Plus (fluralaner and moxidectin) topical solution for cats
Bravecto 1-month (fluralaner) tablets for dogs
Credelio (lotilaner) tablets for dogs and cats
Nexgard (afoxolaner) tablets for dogs
Simparica (sarolaner) tablets for dogs
Simparica Trio (sarolaner, moxidectin and pyrantel) tablets for dogs
Revolution Plus (selamectin and sarolaner) topical solution for cats

THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH SCOUT? (PXD)

By Patricia Wiltse

For the first three years of her life, Scout was a happy,
smart self-confident dog. She loved to learn and we had
earned titles in Agility, Obedience, Barn Hunt and Tricks!
Shortly after her third birthday, she had the first of many
panic attacks. The first was outside our agility training
facility. Scout was intently sniffing something in the
ground, when suddenly her tail tucked, her ears
flattened, her eyes bulged and she bolted away from me.
At first, I assumed Scout had smelled something that scared her, but when she started to have
similar episodes at the rate of one every couple of weeks, I was sure there was something
medically wrong with her. I consulted with at least four Veterinarians and none of them had
heard of anything like what I was describing. They all thought the problem must be
behavioral. However, I knew Scout better than they and was certain that this was not a
behavioral issue.
I searched the internet and the only condition that I found that had unexplained panic attacks
was hypothyroidism. I sent a panel out to Dr. Dodds. The results came back low normal but
with a curious notation that Scout had a below normal T4/FT4 ratio that generally signifies
the presence of non-thyroidal illness. I questioned what that illness might be, but the test
doesn’t reveal that and no recommendation was made for further investigation.
One of my Vets recommended I start giving Scout iodine and she was episode free for several
months but then the problem returned. These episodes scared Scout and she was losing her
confidence and happy nature. She was afraid to be in the places where the episodes had
occurred. It broke my heart to see her personality change.
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As time went on, I became convinced that Scout’s problem was neurological and that the
panic was a symptom of her feeling something going haywire in her brain. I took her to a
Neurologist who could find nothing wrong and who again suggested a behavioral consult.
After about two years of panic being the only symptom of Scout’s problem, the episodes
started to display with motor difficulties. Sometimes her front legs were involved, sometimes
the rear and sometimes both front and rear legs were involved. She lost coordination,
although she never fell, nor did she lose consciousness. The episodes lasted anywhere from
four minutes to twenty minutes. Instead of wanting to bolt, she wanted to be as close to me
as she could get. She could respond to my voice and movements but would not take treats. I
managed to capture a poor video of an episode. This was difficult because she would not
leave my side and wanted to be held. I showed the video to a couple of Vets, but they did
not know what to make of what they were seeing.
By chance, I happened to notice in “Wavelengths” that the Wheaten Club had made a
donation to the study of Paroxysmal Dyskinesia (PxD). Not knowing what this was, I looked
on the internet, and to my great wonderment, I read descriptions and saw videos of dogs who
were experiencing the exact symptoms I had been seeing in Scout. I contacted the Wheaten
Health people and they were very helpful in steering me towards a test for the disease. I
anxiously awaited the results of our test, convinced that I would finally have a diagnosis, but
to my great shock, The test was repeated with the same unaffected result.
In the meantime, Scout had an injury and surgery was
recommended. Again, I wasn’t convinced that surgery was
needed and a friend recommended that I get a second
opinion from a Vet she knew who specialized in orthopedics
as well as neurology. I went to this appointment armed with
my video. After watching the video, the Dr. started to tell
me about PxD. He was surprised when I told him that Scout
had tested negative for the disease. He was certain the test
was wrong and we started Scout on Zonisamide. That was
over a year ago and since then, I am happy to report that her confidence and joie de vivre
have returned. She still has an occasional episode but they are not as severe or upsetting as
they were before we started the medication.
My purpose in writing this article is to encourage everyone to persevere in seeking help and to
follow your instincts when what you are being told does not seem correct for your dog.
Paroxysmal Dyskinesia is a fairly newly recognized disorder. Scout is not the only dog I have
heard about who sometimes has episodes of panic without motor functioning always being
affected. There seems that much more needs to be learned. My theory is that there is at least
more than one variety of the disease and so far the testing is not accurate in diagnosing all
varieties.
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SPECIALTY CO-CHAIRS: JINX MOORE AND JEANINE SALVATI

Boy, did we have fun!! It all
started when Jeanine and Tony
Salvati rolled in with a Budget
box truck full of decorations
followed by Jinx and Stan
Moore with a 42 foot 5th wheel
filled to capacity. Tuesday was
unloading, Wednesday was
STILL unloading, Thursday was
setting up tables and chairs for
80 guests and trying to find time
to watch the wheaten ring at
Gateway Terrier Association.
Friday was SCWTCGSL Specialty with 49 entries.
Everyone was up early grooming, decorating the
trophy table and organizing decorations for the
dinner, “Went To A Garden Party,” where time was
spent remembering Bob Azerolo.
Pink Floyd, St. Louis
ambassador, was so
excited to see all of his
friends decorating the
yard going into the
party. Everyone was
given a pair of pink
flamingo sunglasses as a
party favor, and we
wish we had a
recording of all the laughter that ensued. It was really
fun to see everyone dressed in their flamingo garb to
celebrate just getting to be together once again. The
winner of the RV decorating contest was announced
and Lynn Denton’s theme, “Pagne’s Enchanted
Garden”, was awarded first place. (Themed
backdrops were provided each night for group
picture taking).

Saturday was SCWTCA Roving Specialty with, once
again, 49 entries. Susie Ratliffe had a nice entry of
babies and did a great job of judging. Saturday was
a repeat of Friday—everyone up early grooming,
decorating the trophy table and organizing
decorations for the dinner, “St. Louis Bar B Que”.
At the dinner, remarks were
made and stories told to
remember Jim Little. The flock
of flamingos were dressed in
cowboy hats and boots for the
big affair. Bergit even joined
in the fun wearing a pair of
flamingo glasses to give her
judge’s remarks.
Sunday and Monday were the Mississippi Valley
Kennel Club shows. Another large wheaten entry
with the same daily activities occurring except for
decorating a trophy table. The
Sunday night dinner was
“Grillin and Chillin with
Denise and Jan” who
prepared beef tenderloin for
70 people. It was delicious!! It
was our last dinner together
and everyone was given a
flower lei for our bon voyage
party. After dinner everyone
participated in a poop bag
throwing contest.
(You just had to be there to appreciate the
craziness.) To end the festivities, everyone joined in
forming a conga line and dancing around the Purina
grounds!!!
Monday was the final day of our “5 and 5” event.
(5 days of shows with 5 point majors).
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Congratulations to Elena and Mister for
winning Best In Show on Elena’s
birthday!!!!!!!
And finally a huge thank you to
everyone for so generously
participating in our raffle and silent
auction. You are greatly appreciated.
We could have not done it without
you, and that’s the truth!! A special thanks to all those
individuals who sent donations to help, as well. You

know who you are. When we agreed to host
SCWTCA Roving, we never dreamed it would
become such a big event! We want to thank all the
members of the St. Louis club who have given of
their time and energy the past three years to make
this all happen. You are the best! And our final
thank you must go to Deana Boerckel and our
husbands Stan and Tony. Enough cannot be said for
all their dedication to this project. Hope to see
everyone next year for Gateway Getaway Part 2!

SCWTC GREATER ST. LOUIS SPECIALTY CRITIQUE: JAY RICHARDSON
I would like to express my appreciation to the Soft
Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of St Louis for the
opportunity to judge the specialty. It is always an
honor when one gets a chance to judge an entry of
this size in a breed that you are so fond of.

I found the overall quality of the entry
good, with dogs that I felt were excellent
examples of what I think the breed should
look like. I tried to put up the dogs first
and foremost that had the hallmark
characteristics of the breed, a medium size,
hardy, compact, with a rectangular head,
level strong back, and coats.
Coats are: “The distinguishing characteristic of the
breed which sets it apart from all other Terriers.”
Several dogs were lacking in length, texture, and
color. While there is no specific length called out in
the standard, it does call for a coat of sufficient length
to flow when in motion. I had several dogs that
because of coat length gave the impression of more
of a curl than a wavy coat.
While the words warm wheaten color allows a wide
range of shades of wheaten, I do not believe white,
or cream qualify as wheaten. I did find objectionable
the coats that had a gray cast to them. This is wrong.
I had concerns with the lack of size and substance.
The standard talks about hardy, strong, compacted,
deep chested, strong level back. It is very
discouraging to go over a dog and find under that
coat that one feels every rib, every bone on the

spine, which is not level, but rises in the middle of
the back, and lack of bone. The standard does not
have great allowances for size and in my opinion the
males are resembling bitches in many instances.
The temperaments were outstanding. The
dogs exhibited the confidence that one
expects in Terriers. A number had that
sparkle in their eye that made it clear they
were enjoying being in the ring. It is
always a pleasure to judge dogs like that,
I try not to laugh but at times it is hard to
not.
Now after reading the above, one might ask why do
certain dogs win. It is because judging is a
compromise. Every dog has virtues and faults;
judging requires a weighing of these and prioritizing
what one thinks the breed should be.
Standards describe a breed; very few standards
prioritize the different characteristics. It also requires
judging what you see that day, at that moment.
Judging is always a challenge in an entry like this.
This is a breed that is not very uniform. I approach
judging by trying to find the ones that closest
resemble what I think the breed should look like and
of those try to put up the soundest. I try to find
reasons to put dogs up, not faults to beat them with.
I have great admiration for the breeders, for the
time and effort that goes into producing dogs. I
would like to thank them for what they do, for
without them none of this would exist.
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WD: BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE!
GCHS KEEPSAKE'S RAISE YOUR GALSS X CH BRYR ROSE FOR
HEAVEN'S SAKE!
BREEDER: CAROLYN GARRETT OWNER: CAROLYN GARRETT

WB/BW: DOUBLOON'S EXTREME SPEED
GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME GAMER BCAT X DOUBLOON'S THE
WIND-UP
BREEDER/OWNER: ELENA LANDA

RWB: LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A TWIST
GCH STAR NO SHIRT NO SHOES NO SERVICE X GCHB LOCHLINEAR
THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE
BREERER/OWNER: PATRICIA MULLIN

BB/G1/BIS GCHG CH DOUBLOON'S EXTREME GAMER BCAT
CH TARA I GET AROUND X GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME PLAY
BREEDER: ELENA LANDA OWNERS: ELENA LANDA & ALBERT
BAKER KNOLL

BOS/OHBB/OHG2: GCHB TOUCHSTONE SPOOK-TACULAR
CH REFLECTIONS HERE COMES THE SON X CH TOUCHSTONE
POLKA DOT
BREEDER/OWNER: SHELLY SUMNER

SD: CH FROLIC'S INTRINSIC
GCH FROLIC'S IT WAS UP TO STIEHL X GCHB FROLIC'S
CAPER TO COVENTRY
BREEDER/OWNER: CHERYL TURNER
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SB: CH SAM HILL'S SONGS ABOUT JANE
CH GELT P-38 LIGHTNING X CH SAM HILL'S CHECK YES OR NO
BREEDER: AMY HAVELY/VICKI NOAH OWNER: AMY HAVELY

AOM: GCH ROSHEEN WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
GCH WHINDANCER'S FIREWORKS AFTER MIDNIGHT X CH ROSHEEN
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
BREEDER/OWNER: LISA LOPEZ

AOM: GCH STAR TOO HOT TO DANCE TKI
CH BRADBERRY'S ONE QUINTESSENTIAL LOVE STORY X GCH STAR
SHUT UP AND DANCE RN RATCHX TKI
BREEDERS/OWNERS: AMY PIESZ|DAVE PIESZ|DENISE DANIEL

REFLECTIONS ON THE ROVING SPECIALTY: BOARD LIAISON, KC GOTTSCHALK
Kudos to Jinx Moore and Jeanine Salvati as well as
the MANY hands that went into making the
weekend and the 2022 Roving Specialty such an
awesome event! From the moment that we arrived
Wednesday evening, we were welcomed with
sincere Mid-West hospitality and a “make your own

taco bar.” In fact, the entire week was packed with
enjoyable events coupled with delicious food and
friendship.
Thank you to Elaine Azerolo for making all the
arrangements for Thursday evening’s superb
educational session on Degenerative Myelopathy.
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Moving most tables out to maximize the available
seating in the room was a challenge, but well worth
it! Dr. Liz Hansen from the University of Missouri
made her presentation to a packed room - followed
by a robust Q and A. Difficulty with Zoom
availability due to restrictions with a university email
address prevented us from recording. Hopefully, we
will be able to hear her again through our health/
education webinars.
Friday’s impressive lineup was judged by Jay
Richardson. Friday’s dinner, dedicated to Bob
Azerolo, was heavy hors d’oeuvres and did not
disappoint. Each evening raffle tickets were drawn
for door prizes – including the lovely cards that
served as centerpieces. Jinx and Jeanine did an
awesome job of entertaining with stories and fun.
The Silent Auction was highly successful!
Saturday was the SCWTCA Roving Specialty. Puppy
sweeps had a nice entry of 6 dogs and 7 bitches,
judged by Susan Ratliffe. Best in Sweeps went to
Denise Daniel’s lovely boy Star Dancin With Mr. D.
Best of Opposites went to Patrice Chevalier’s equally
lovely Heirloom I’ve Got This.
The Specialty with an entry of 49 Wheatens
immediately followed. Bergit Coady-Kabel did a
lovely job of judging. The honors went to Elena

Landa’s GCHG Doubloon’s Extreme Gamer BCAT.
BOS went to Lisa Rosheen’s GCH Walking After
Midnight. What an incredible ending when Mister
went on to win BIS – his birthday gift to Elena!
Another lovely dinner followed, and Bergit shared
her positive impressions of the day’s entry. This St.
Louis BBQ was dedicated to Jim Little. Many stories
of Jim were shared and I read a letter from Emily
Holden sharing her memories of Jim.

After Sunday’s judging we enjoyed a delicious
Grillin’ and Chillin’ dinner served up by Denise
Daniel and Jan Schoenherr. We provided our
traditional “Specialty Beverage, Rum Chata,”
successfully transported from New York to St. Louis!
“Poop Bag Corn Hole” (actually just poop bags
filled with rocks) and a Conga Line parade around
the grounds amused us all – or at least most of us!
Monday, Sandy Ross and I (aka Thelma and Louise)
were on the road again heading home – filled with
lots of great memories and a promise to return to
this lovely venue and great company. I have a
lovely T-shirt and a gorgeous painted grooming
stool to remind me of all the fun and camaraderie,
and my intent to return. In the meantime… give
my regards to Pink Floyd!
Thank you all.

ROVING SPECIALTY SWEEPS CRITIQUE: SUSAN RATLIFFE
It was a delight to Judge these nice wheaten puppies.
Every puppy had good scissor bites, no light eyes and
most were ring friendly and confident. I was looking
for balanced, square puppies. For the most part,
shoulder lay back was our normal wheaten shoulders
with some a little better and a few a little more
upright.
I was looking for a nice lay back with some chest
between the front legs and nice angles in the rear
with some space between the rear legs on the down
and back. A good texture and some color to the coat
is important to me on a wheaten puppy. Although
these were puppy coats, I did notice more grey than
I would like even for a puppy coat.

(Puppy 9-12 month) Dogs
#9 Star Woodmore’s Mugg Shot. Nicely put
together dog. Balanced, nice movement, small
ears. More grey than I care for in his coat.
(Puppy 12-15 month) Dogs
#21 Star Dancin With Mr. D. Lovely Boy. My
Best In Sweeps pick. Caught my eye
immediately. Balanced, Short backed, nice
movement. Good structure on a beautiful dog.
Confident, outgoing temperament. Small ears
set well on his head.
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#19 Heirloom Don’t Let The Sun Go Down On
me. Nice movement, balanced. Very nice
texture to his coat. Good leg under the dog.
Possibly could use a little higher tail set. Nice
ring presence. A close second to #21
(Puppy 6-9 month) Bitches
#10 Touchstone Little Black Dress. Lovely girl
with good substance. Balanced. Nice ears.
She was not happy to be there unfortunately.

#6 Lochlinear Knickers In A Twist. Lovely girl,
balanced. Nice front. A little close in rear.
Nice small ears, nicely placed on her head.
#8 Azydeco Wildflower California Poppy. A
very feminine girl, slight of build. I would like
a little more substance although she was just 7
mos.
(Puppy 9-12 month) Bitches
#22 Heirloom I’ve Got This. My Best of
Opposite in Sweeps. Lovely feminine girl.
Square, balanced, just enough leg under her.
Nice movement. Confident with a good tail
set.

BEST IN SWEEPS/RWD: STAR DANCIN WITH MR. D.
GCH STAR TOO HOT TO DANCE TKI X CH STAR LITTLE BIG SHOOTER
BREEDERS: MRS. DIANE M KORTGOEDE/MS. DENISE DANIEL
OWNER: DENISE DANIEL

#20 Star Hot Shot. Square. Small ears, nicely
placed on head. Some grey in the coat. Cute
girl. A little skiddish
#14 Diamond Jewel’s Agent Opal Female. Nice
girl. Balanced. Nice movement around the
ring. Needs a little higher tail set
#34 Stratford Let Down Your Hair. Nice
movement. A little longer in loin than others
in the class but probably deserved a higher
placement overall.
(Puppy 12-15month) Bitches
#32 Orla Geragold Heather On The Moor. A
lovely Irish coated girl. Very nice movement.
A little low on leg.
#26 Touchstone Twighlight. Nice girl overall. I
would like to see a more outgoing
temperament on this girl.
(Puppy 12-18 month) Bitch, #24 move up

BEST OF OPP IN SWEEPS: HEIRLOOM I'VE GOT THIS

GCH LARKHILL MACKANME PRIME IMPORT X CH HEIRLOOM BANG-ABOOMERANG
BREEDERS/OWNERS: HELEN REUBEN/MORT ROSENBAUM/PATRICE
CHEVALIER/ROBERT BERGMAN
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ROVING SPECIALTY BREED CRITIQUE: BERGIT COADY-KABEL

WD/BOW: BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE!
GCHS KEEPSAKE'S RAISE YOUR GALSS X CH BRYR ROSE FOR
HEAVEN'S SAKE! BREEDER/OWNER: CAROLYN GARRETT

BB/G2: GCHG CH DOUBLOON'S EXTREME GAMER BCAT
CH TARA I GET AROUND X GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME PLAY
BREEDER: ELENA LANDA OWNERS: ELENA LANDA & ALBERT
BAKER KNOLL
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AOM: GCH ROSHEEN WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
GCH WHINDANCER'S FIREWORKS AFTER MIDNIGHT X CH
ROSHEEN HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
BREEDER/OWNER: LISA LOPEZ

AOM/OHBB/OHG3: GCHS MIRIKAL DOUBLE TOP BREAKOUT NA NAJ RATS TKN

CH MELANDEE'S HIGH WIRE ACT X CH DOUBLOON'S
PLAYING FOR KEEPS RATS TKN
BREEDERS: SUSAN MCGEE/ELENA LANDA OWNER: SUSAN L. MCGEE

AOM: GCH STAR TOO HOT TO DANCE TKI
CH BRADBERRY'S ONE QUINTESSENTIAL LOVE STORY X GCH
STAR SHUT UP AND DANCE RN RATCHX TKI
BREEDERS/OWNERS: AMY PIESZ|DAVE PIESZ|DENISE DANIEL

AOM: GCHB TOUCHSTONE SPOOK-TACULAR
CH REFLECTIONS HERE COMES THE SON X CH
TOUCHSTONE POLKA DOT
BREEDER/OWNER: SHELLY SUMNER

NOTE: Some win photos are missing, as this
photographer provided only those photos that
were purchased by exhibitors
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WEEK AT A GLANCE
SHOW

JUDGE

GATEWAY TERRIER
ASSOCIATION
6/2/22

SCWTC GREATER ST LOUIS
@ MISSOURI RHINELAND
6/3/22

MRS. NANCY SMITH
HAFNER

BREED: MR. JAY
RICHARDSON

SCWTCA ROVING SPECIALTY
@ MISSOURI RHINELAND 6/4/22

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY KC
6/5/22

BERGIT COADY‐KABEL
JULIE FELTEN

SWEEPS: SUSAN RATLIFFE

WD

BURDIGAN'S HOT ROD
LINCOLN

BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S
SAKE!

BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE!

STAR DANCIN WITH MR. D

RWD

DROMARA'S VIRTUAL
REALITY RN CGC TKN

BURDIGAN'S HOT ROD
LINCOLN

STAR DANCIN WITH MR. D

HEIRLOOM DON'T LET THE
SUN GO DOWN ON ME

WB

TOUCHSTONE WITH A
TWIST

DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
SPEED

ANAMCARA'S BEAUTY FOR ASHES

STRATFORD LET DOWN YOUR
HAIR

RWB

HEIRLOOM I'VE GOT THIS!

LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A
TWIST

LOCHLINEAR KNICKERS IN A
TWIST

VERMILIONSPRINGSONG
TOORALOORALOORAL

BOB

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT

GCHG DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
GAMER BCAT

GCHG DOUBLOON'S
EXTREME GAMER BCAT

GRP4

GRP1, BEST IN SHOW

GRP 2

GRP 2

BOW

BURDIGAN'S HOT ROD
LINCOLN

DOUBLOON'S EXTREME
SPEED

BRYR ROSE FOR PETE'S SAKE!

STAR DANCIN WITH MR. D

BOS

GCH ROSHEEN WALKING
AFTER MIDNIGHT

GCHB TOUCHSTONE SPOOKTACULAR (VET)

GCH ROSHEEN WALKING AFTER
MIDNIGHT

GCHP CH MOXXY SHANDALEE
HELLO GORGEOUS

SD

CH TCHOKLAT LIVING THE
DREAM

CH FROLIC'S INTRINSIC

CH FROLIC'S INTRINSIC

CH HEIRLOOM T&T'S I WISH
YOU MORE

SB

GCHP CH MOXXY
SHANDALEE HELLO
GORGEOUS

CH SAM HILL'S SONGS ABOUT
JANE

GCHP CH MOXXY SHANDALEE
HELLO GORGEOUS

CH SAM HILL'S SONGS ABOUT
JANE

GCHS CH MIRIKAL
DOUBLE TOP BREAKOUT
NA NAJ RATS TKN (D)

CH TCHOKLAT LIVING THE
DREAM (D)

GCH STAR TOO HOT TO DANCE
TKI (D)

GCH STAR TOO HOT TO
DANCE TKI (D)

GCHS CH MIRIKAL DOUBLE TOP
BREAKOUT NA NAJ RATS TKN (D)

GCH ROSHEEN WALKING
AFTER MIDNIGHT (B)

GCHB TOUCHSTONE SPOOKTACULAR (B)

BEST BBE
BOB/OH
AOM

CH LISMORE A WRINKLE
IN TIME (B)

BEST
PUPPY
SWEEPS

STAR WOODMORE'S
MUGG SHOT (D)
BISS STAR DANCIN WITH MR. D (D)
BOSS HEIRLOOM I'VE GOT THIS! (B
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Westminster Kennel Club
The Westminster Kennel Club, established in 1877, is America's
oldest non-profit organization dedicated to the sport of dogs. The
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show is the longest, continuously
held dog sporting event in the U.S. It pre-dates the invention of
the light bulb, the automobile, and the zipper, the building of the Brooklyn Bridge and the Washington
Monument, manned air flight and the establishment of the World Series.

This year at the 146th Westminster show, 450 dogs participated in the Masters Agility Championship, the
Junior Showmanship competition, and the Masters Obedience Championship. Over 3,000 dogs
representing 211 breeds and varieties vied for the coveted Best In Show title.
The Club’s mission, which enhances the lives of all dogs, celebrates the companionship of dogs, promotes
responsible dog ownership, and breed preservation. Westminster has become America’s Dog Show.

Best of Breed

GCHG Doubloon's Extreme Gamer BCAT (d)

Best of Opposite Sex

GCHS Greentree Charm Dynagriffe TKN

Select Dog

GCHG Adako Mickey Mouse Clubhouse

Select Bitch

GCHP Moxxy Shandalee Hello Gorgeous

Award of Merit

GCHS Lismore Once In A Lifetime (d)

Award of Merit

GCHS Moxxy Shandalee Firecracker (b)
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Club Publications

Benchmarks Subscription Rates
SCWTCA members USA
Canada and overseas
Non-SCWTCA members USA
Non-SCWTCA members Canada and overseas

$35/year
$45/year
$45/year
$55/year
US funds

The link to Benchmarks online is sent to all AKC approved
and provisional SCWT Judges. Benchmarks is sent to
judges requesting a subscription free of charge.

Advertising Rates
Full Page/B&W in print:
Full Page/color:
Center-fold 2 page spread/color:
Page size: 8.5” x 11”
AD SIZE: 7.4” x 9.75”

$50
$75
$200

Ads may be sent via email, photos scan at 300 dpi (300
kb), jpeg format. No commercial advertising. Only photos
with un-retouched dogs accepted. Limit health references
to hip and eyes and/or “health testing current and
available on SCWT Health Database”.
Ads accepted from SCWTCA Members only. Payment
accepted for ads of co-owned/co-bred dogs

Articles/Ads closing date for Dec 2022 issue:
Nov 1 2022
Send advertising to Helen Fraguela, at fraguela@aol.com
Payment is made through PayPal at orders@scwtca.org or
by check made out to SCWTCA, sent to Treasurer.

Owner’s Manual
Benchmarks (per Issue)
Grooming Chart
Pet Grooming DVD
Pet Grooming Pamphlet
Illustrated Standard
Super-Saver Pak

Members
$11
$9
$5
$25
$4
$12
$40

Non-members
$15
$10
$7
$25
$7
$20
$40

Multiple copies at discounted prices available to club
members only. Non-USA prices and to order,
see website.
Calendars
$20 US
$21.50 Canada
Contact jenduscwt@aol.com for special instructions
Yearbooks
For availability on 1988-2018 yearbooks and pricing
visit www.scwtca.org/shop/#yearbook. Or contact
Cindy Shea at eringlo@yahoo.com

Contacts
Membership Packet - Susan McGee
membership@scwtca.org
Health - Susan Ratliffe
wndancer@rochester.rr.com
2022 MCKC - KC Gottschalk/Betty Hillwig
specialty@scwtca.org
Benchmarks Issues - Cindy Jansen
scribe@scwtca.org
Directory Updates
directory@scwtca.org
Webmaster - Robyn Alexander
web@scwtca.org
Board of Directors
board@scwtca.org
OFA/CERF Database
www.offa.org
Health Database - Kathy McIndoe
paisleyspring@q.com

Birthdays/Celebrating Long Life:

Donations

13 yr b’day/dogs deceased after 13 yrs +

All club donations may be sent to Treasurer:
Connie Koehler, SCWTCA Treasurer
28039 Calzada Dr.
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
Checks made payable to SCWTCA, Inc., drawn on US accounts
or with international money orders in US funds

For Benchmarks subscriptions contact:
Cindy Jansen
jansenc@outlook.com
Make checks payable to SCWTCA, Inc.
ONLY US FUNDS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
Benchmarks is the official quarterly publication of the
SCWTCA, Inc. The opinions expressed in articles
contained herein are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the editor or the Officers and Directors
of the Club. The editor is responsible for prohibiting
personal attacks and establishing a forum that educates,
informs, and supports the Wheaten community. All
content should be in the best interest of SCWTCA and the
Breed. The editor reserves the right to reasonably edit all
material submitted for publication.
Articles may be reprinted with permission of the editor.
Comments, suggestions, and expressions of opinion are
always welcome.

Tax deductible donations for Wheaten Health
may be sent to:
Toni Vincent, SCWTCA Endowment Treasurer
3825 132nd Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98005-1303
Checks payable to SCWTCA Endowment, Inc.
(a 501(c)(3) non profit, fully deductible for IRS purposes)
Tax deductible donations for National Wheaten Rescue
may be sent to:
John Unruh, National Wheaten Rescue Treasurer
2342 W. Arapahoe Court
Littleton, CO 80120-3407
Checks payable to National Wheaten Rescue, Inc. An independent
501c3 non profit corporation, fully deductible for IRS purposes
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